X12C COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROLS SUBCOMMITTEE

Interim Meeting Minutes

APRIL 14, 12–1 p.m. EDT

Attendance—10 people, 7 constituents

1. Thursday, March 14
   1.1. Administration
      1.1.1. The March Interim Meeting minutes will be considered approved on 4/29/22, barring any objections.
   1.2. Pending--none
   1.3. RFIs
      1.3.1. RFI 2550, submitted by the Vice-chair, will reference the blog concerning MR 195 “New White Paper describing the usage of repeating segments and loops.”
   1.4. Active
      1.4.1. MR 195
         1.4.1.1. The proposed blog text for the MR 195 output is posted in iMeet here.
         1.4.1.2. Motion to approve the MR passed unanimously.
      1.4.2. CMR for data element I70 Character Encoding
         1.4.2.1. Motion to approve the Chair entering a set of CMRs to support the different encoding values for data element I70 provided by Angela Hill on this page passed unanimously. Some of these CMRs will modify or remove existing I70 codes and some will add new ones.

Meeting adjourned at 12:15 p.m. EDT